
 

 

 

 Themed Half Term: The Americas 

Spring Term 2 2020 

Year 5 

We hope you have had a very   
restful half term break.  

***** 

Year 5 Staff: Miss Waite,  Ms Crolla,  
Mrs Riordan & Miss Ozsoy  

***** 

If you have any queries or concerns 
or would like to make an appointment 
with Miss Waite, please contact the 
office.  

 Important Dates 
Just Play Music Day: Mon 2nd March 
World Day of Prayer Mass in Church: Fri 6th Mar 13:30 
Who Does What Day Showcase: Fri 13th March 2.30pm 
Please see our school calendar on the website to stay 

up to date with key events.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Fridays 
Diaries due in: signed with reading & KIRFs recorded 
 

PE 
Full PE kits must be in school each day as PE slots can 
change without advance warning. All clothing must be 
labelled clearly.  
 
 

Please continue to check our class web page 
to see all the exciting things that go on in 

Year 5! 

RE - Reconciliation 

Year 5 will learn about the concept of sin and that when we sin we hurt ourselves and others and damage our relationship 
with God. They will begin to understand that God loves and forgives us if we are truly sorry and learn that God heals our 
friendship with Him and others through the Sacrament of Reconciliation. They learn how we can prepare ourselves to 
receive this Sacrament and learn what happens during the Sacrament of Reconciliation.  

English  

Our class novel this half term links to our topic of The Americas and is set in the Amazon rainforest. We will 
become explorers as we read ‘The Explorer’. All of our English lessons, both reading and writing, will be 

based on our class novel. We will develop our narrative writing including diary entries and description and will 
continue to develop our use of figurative language. We will also further develop using evidence in our answers 
to justify our inferences. Reading is such an important skill. Please listen to your child read and read to your 
child frequently.  If you would like any resources to support your child with their reading,  please see 

me. 

Mathematics  

In Maths this half term, we will begin by exploring angles, the different types, their properties and how we 
can measure and draw them. I love this aspect of geometry and I am sure Year 5 will do too! We then explore 

decimal numbers in depth. We will recap the place value of decimal numbers and will read, write, order and 
compare them. We will then move on to rounding decimal numbers to the nearest whole number and to the 1 
decimal place using our existing knowledge of rounding whole numbers and place value. We will then move on 

to adding and subtracting decimal numbers and also decimal numbers and whole numbers. We will also consid-
er the purpose for decimal numbers in real life so will provide a context for, for example through money 

problems. We will also consider the relationship between decimals and fractions and percentages.  

Science - Living Things and their Habitats  

This half term, we introduce a brand new Science topic! We begin by revising the functions of each part of the flower 
and a flower’s life cycle. We then move on to our study of living things and their life cycles. We will begin by classifying a 

broad range of living things into groups such as mammals, insects, amphibians, birds, plants etc. and discussing why we 
have this classification system for living things. We will also revise the food chain system. This will also include describing 
the life cycles of a variety of living things, such as animals and plants. We will also consider the life cycle of a human and 
how a human changes over time. The children will then research the habitat of an animal of their choice—this will also link 

to our Geography topic—and they will write a non-chronological report. 

Computing - Web Design 

In Computing this half term, we will link our project to Science and Geography—as well as pulling across our fantastic 
writing skills from English. The children will begin to create a website. This will be all around an animal’s habitat—which 
they will be given the opportunity to research before they prepare their website. The children will develop their under-
standing of their digital footprint and what the internet is. This will then give them a secure understanding of what they 
are creating when they move on to creating their website and web pages. The children will learn what hyperlinks are and 

how we access these ourselves when online. I am super excited to see what Year 5 create! Please note, these websites will 
not be published live and will be private to the school’s system.  



Topic: The Americas  

This half term, we will be studying North and South America. We will begin with naming and locating the countries of both continents and 
will also explore their human and physical features—which will be our main focus for this half term’s unit. We will analyse and give views 
on the effectiveness of different geographical representations, such as maps, aerial images, satellite images, maps without borders of 
countries and many more. We will consider the possibilities and limitations for human activity within locations based on their physical 

characteristics. We will then further explore the geographical similarities and differences between a countries in North America, South 
America, Europe and the UK. We will use statistics and data to support this and will be able to draw clear conclusions of a range of     

locations based on this comparative study.  

DT  

Our DT project this half term is all around cooking and foods from North and South America, linking to our half term 
theme. We will begin by tasting foods that originate from the Americas and rating them based on taste and nutrition. 
We will be concentrating on a healthy and balanced diet through our cooking project so will always be looking for the 
healthiest option. We will then develop our techniques in cutting, slicing, chopping and dicing before we create our own 
savoury dish inspired by the Americas. We will learn about the TexMex style of food and where it originates from. 
Year 5 will have the chance to create their own savoury dish, evaluate it based on taste and nutrition and then refine 
their dish to ensure the best taste and highest nutrition.  

PSHE 

The theme for this half term in PSHE is Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing. Our focus this half term will be dealing with feelings. 
We will explore a range of emotions and feelings and consider how/when people experience these feelings.  

During our Living in Leeds themed fortnight, we will explore specific British Values in depth: tolerance of different beliefs 
and faiths and mutual respect and will consider how we can show these values in our own lives and the impact of this.  

Homework 

In response to parent feedback, some homework will be paper based rather than online: 
 

 Mathletics/SPAG tasks are set on a Tuesday and due the following Monday. 

 Weekly spellings, including spelling practise on Spelling Shed  

 Reading 4 times per week for 15 minutes minimum but longer is preferable to build reading stamina. 

 Research projects as set —the children have been really enjoying these so far. 

 

Our homework policy is available on the school website. 

Ways to Help Your Child 

Please ensure that you listen to your child reading their school reading book and write each time 
you listen in their homework diaries; listening to your child will improve their reading ability       

compared to leaving them to read alone. In addition, your child will have an advantage in English 
if YOU read a book to them regularly.  In a recent survey at school,  as little as 3 children in 
a class are hearing a story read by their parents and as many as 27 children out of 30 would really 
like their parents to spend time reading to them. The benefits for children hearing stories read 

aloud are significant and it's a lovely way to end the day!  

PE 

This half term, our focus is Dance - one of my favourites!! We will be developing a range of of skills including planning, performing and 
repeating sequences, moving in a clear, fluent and expressive manner, refining movements into sequences, creating dances and movements 
that convey a definite idea and changing speed and levels within a performance. Our dance unit will link to our half term theme and class 

novel, where we will be creating dances inspired by animals from the rainforest. We will think about the actions, space, dynamics and 
relationships we might use in our dance. All pupils will also set themselves a target that they will hopefully achieve by the end of the half 

term linked to their strength and suppleness which we will work on through exercises and stretches that develop strength and supple-
ness. I am super excited for our dance lessons this half term!  

MFL 

This half term, Year 5 will learn about animals which will link with our Science and Geography topics. We will develop our vocabulary in 
French and develop our use of speaking in clear sentences and in conversations with our peers, whilst also developing the use of questions 

in speech. We will continue to develop our pronunciation and wider vocabulary in French including the days of the week, colours and will 
continue to learn the alphabet and numbers in French too.  

Music 

Music is linked to our half term theme of the Americas. Year 5 will be exploring Reggae music which originates from Jamaica in North 
America. We will explore the origins of Reggae music and its significance. We will explore the use of the chime bars in a Reggae style and 

develop our own performances. We will listen to short extracts of Reggae music and comment on the inter-related dimensions of music 
and we will also compose our own Reggae inspired rifts. There will be opportunities to perform in solo and in groups and for feedback from peers 

to further improve. We will also consider the inter-related dimensions of music to improve the quality of our performances and compositions.  


